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'Exhibition Christchurch' Datestamp of 1906-07. This datestamp suffered progressive damage
during its period of use between 1st November 1906 and 20th April 1907. The four different
states then known were detailed in the December 1982 and March 1983 issues of our N.Z.
Bulletin, together with earliest and latest dates noted for each.

For convenience these states, with known dates, are summarised below:

(1) Normal, undamaged (latest date 19 DE 06)
(2) Break in upper part of first C of CHRISTCHURCH (earliest 20 DE 06, latest

1 FE 07)
(3) 'C' now seriously damaged - bottom curl only remains (earliest 2 FE 07, latest

11 MR 07)
(4) 'C' as in state (3), but additionally bottom right of letter 'N' of EXHIBITION

notably short and (in examples with an afternoon time in the dateslug) 'P' of P.M.
has foot missing and appears as a small '0' (earliest 14 MR 07, latest 20 AP 07)

Thanks to Mr. J.H. Hicks, of Birmingham, we now have to revise the postion somewhat. Mr. Hicks
reports that he has an 'afternoon' example of this datestamp (on a postcard) dated 13 MR 07,
with damage to the 'P' of P.M., but with the 'N' of EXHIBITION normal. We did suggest in
our original notes that the damage to these two letters may not have occurred simultaneously,
but Mr. Hicks' example is the first (and so far the only) confirmation we have that there were
in fact five different states. It also extends the known date of damage to the 'P' by a day, and
ties down the.damage to the 'N' to late on 13th March, or early on the 14th.

Thus, in the above tabulation of states and dates, (1), (2) and (3) remain unchanged, while (4)
is deleted, and the new details become:

(4) 'C' as in (3) with, in afternoon examples '0' for 'P' in P.M. (only known date
13 MR 07)

(5) As state (4), plus shortened 'N' of EXHIBITION (earliest 14 MR 07, latest 20 AP 07)

The newly discovered state (4) must obviously have been of very short duration indeed.



'Stamp World London 1990'. Warm (if rather belated) congratulations to all of the following
on their award-winning exhibits at the London 'International' in May this year:

Special Gold Medal (F.I.P. Championship Class): G.J. Ellott (Pre 1874 Overseas Mail Routes)
Large Gold Medal (with Special Prize): G.J. Ellott again (Maori Wars)
Gold Medal: B. Koningham (Pigeon Posts); R.D. Samuel (Postal Stationery)
Vermeil Medal: A.P. Berry (Govt. Life Ins. Dept.); M.D. Jackson (Postal Stationery);

M.C. Stanley (1 d Universal Booklets).
Silver Medal: A. Wilson (Literature)
Bronze Medal (Youth Class, 18-19 years): D.J. Armitage (Healths).

"London '90" Booklets (by Derek Redshaw). In the June Bulletin, we reported briefly that
a quantity of $ 4 Mt. Cook booklets made up from 3-kiwi reprint sheets of the 40c Brown
Kiwi had been overprinted with the "Stamp World London '90" logo. We can now update
that information. In addition to the 3-kiwi version (which has bluish gum), we have now
seen overprinted booklets from the original (no-kiwi) printing, which has colourless gum. (We
also had a report of a 4-kiwi reprint booklet with the overprint, but this proved to be
inaccurate - at the time of writing, we still have no evidence that any booklets, with or
without the overprint, were made up from this printing).

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES by Angela Nicholson

(from C.P. Newsletter Monthly, July 1990)

Heritage - The Achievers The fifth stamp issue in the New Zealand Heritage series was
released on 16 May. Entitled "The Achievers", the set features six people who have made
major contributions to the shaping of New Zealand. The stamps were designed by Elspeth
Williamson of Auckland and the denominations chosen are as follows: 40c (Grace Neill),
50c (Jean Batten), 60c (Katherine Sheppard), 80c (R ichard Pearse), $1.00 (Bernard Freyberg)
and $1.50 (Peter Buck). A First Day Cover, also designed by Elspeth Williamson, was
available.

The stamps were printed on 'red phosphor' coated paper by Leigh-Mardon Pty. Ltd. of
Australia, using the lithographic process. Sheets have white gum and are comprised of 100
stamps in 10 rows of 10 with each stamp measuring perf. 14 x 14Y... The mesh of the paper
is horizontal.

We have noted two superb varieties in this issue to date. Two Imprint blocks of the 50c Jean
Batten stamp in our possession contain an outstanding double impression of the black colour.
There is a distinct doubling of the Imprint selvedge lettering, the black colour dot and Batten's·
goggles which results in a "ghost" image placed 4mm above the original black print. The
words "Jean Batten" are also doubled, but the ghost image coincides with the horizontal
perforation rows and is therefore easily overlooked. In our opinion, this is a slip print, caused
by faulty adjustment of the blanket in the offset press. This is one of the most dramatic
examples of this type of variety we have ever seen and it is all the more unusual because the
slip print appears to affect more than one colour. There is a very faint ghost image of the
topmost orange-brown colour dot, but this ghosting cannot be detected on the stamps
themselves. Unfortunately, we were unable to locate the two sheets from which these Imprint
blocks were taken. The blocks were purchased from the Bureau at Wanganui and we under
stand that the remains of the two sheets have probably been split up for postage. The
distinct doubling of the flying goggles should be easy to spot on individual stamps, so happy
hunting!

An unusual printing error has also been noted on several sheets of the 60c Katherine Sheppard
stamp. The error affects the lilac colour only and results in a very pale printing of the words



"New Zealand" on all stamps in the first vertical column. The lilac shade is somewhat
stronger on the stamps in column two and in column three all stamps are normal. This error
also affects the lilac colour dot in the lower left-hand selvedge, resulting in a very pale lilac
shade. We surmise that this uneven ink distribution may have been caused by blocked ink
jets affecting one section of the printing cylinder only. It appears that this error went
undetected for several sheets before correction took place.

$1.30 Endeavour Miniature Sheet. A souvenir miniature sheet featuring the 50c Endeavour
stamp from the 'Heritage - The Ships' issue was released by N.Z. Post to mark the Stamp
World London '90 Exhibition. The sheet retails for $1.30 and was available from the N.Z.
Post stand at the exhibition which opened on 3 May and thereafter by post from the Bureau
at Wanganui. The brown lettering on stamps from the miniature sheets is noticeably deeper
than on stamps from large sheets. The red is also brighter. Other than these minor shade
differences, however, stamps from the miniature sheets are identical to stamps from large
sheets.

New Definitive Reprints. Four new definitive reprints were issued during May.
40c Brown Kiwi 5 Kiwi Reprint. Now seen in large sheet format. Previously noted in
booklet form only. Like the booklet, the sheet version has blue gum. The paper is of
horizontal mesh and the stamp measures perf. 14% x 14.

$1.00 Kokako 3 Kiwi Reprint. On white paper with bluish gum. The white paper is
particularly noticeable when viewed from the front in comparison with the 1 kiwi reprint.
The mesh of the paper is vertical as usual and the stamp measures perf. 14%.
$ 2.00 Black Robin 1 Kiwi Reprint. On white paper with bluish gum (the original printing
has white gum). The mesh of the paper is vertical and the stamp measures pert. 14% as
usual.
$ 3.00 Stitchbird 3 Kiwi Reprint. On white paper with blu ish gum. The white paper is
particularly noticeable when viewed from the front in comparison with the 1 kiwi reprint.
Examples examined to date have all been of the! pale buff shade. The mesh of the paper
is vertical as usual and the stamp measures perf. 14%.

Gallipoli P.S.E. A 40c Pre-Stamped Envelope commemorating the 75th Anniversary of
Gallipoli was released on 20 April. The envelope features the painting "The Man with the
Donkey" by Sapper Horace Moore-Jones. The 40c depicts the ANZAC landing on the
Gallipoli Peninsula. The N.Z. Post information on the back of the envelope wrongly describes
this P.S.E. as Commemorative Pre-Stamped Envelope 3. It is in fact number 4 of the series,
the others being No. 1 - Centenary of the Royal New Zealand Foundation for the Blind,
No. 2 - Official Opening of the North Shore and Waikato Mail Centres and No. 3 - 150th
Anniversary of the Presbyterian Church in New Zealand.

$ 4.00 Stamp Pack. We have now noted the use of 40c Brown Kiwi miniature sheets with
cream gum in the $ 4.00 Foodtown Stamp Packs. Last month I reported the use of blue
gummed miniature sheets in these packs.

New Definitive Issue? Rumour has it that a new definitive issue is on the horizon. In a
letter forwarded to us by our English office, A. Ackerley of Lancashire reports an
interesting conversation which took place with N.Z. Post staff at the recent London '90
Exhibition. It appears that the current Bird definitive stamps will be replaced next year
with a series of Butterfly and Moth stamps. If true, this is most surprising as the small Bird
definitive set is currently less than two years old and the $ 10.00 Little Spotted Kiwi was
released just over a year ago. Perhaps N.Z. Post intends to replace only the older large Bird
stamps - for example the $ 1.00 - $ 4.00 values. We await future developments with interest.



801 "THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF NEW ZEALAND"

An exceptional set of the R.P.S.N.Z. Handbooks, Volumes 1 - 7, all with
original dustjackets, and in just about the finest condition possible, having
apparently been very little used (or very carefully used!) by the previous
owner.

The superb set of seven limited edition volumes, post paid £1,200.00

(Note: For any client already possessing the most recently published Volume 7, but
lacking the remainder of the set, we'd be prepared to remove Vol. 7 from
the above set, and supply Vols 1 - 6 at £1,160.00, again post paid).

KING GEORGE V BOOKLET ITEMS

802

803

Y.zd Perf. 14. Complete pane of six stamps, selvedge at top and sides, without
adverts (W4fZ). Very fine mint .

1d Field Marshal, Perf. 14. Complete pane of six stamps, selvedge at top and
sides, with adverts (W4FW). Again finest mint ..

£70.00

£70.00

804 Set of Two Panes, %d and 1d as above, accompanied by covers and interleaving
advertising sheets from the booklet whence the panes came. A little gum toning
on perfs. at bottom of each pane of stamps, but facially immaculate, and superb
coverage of this particular booklet issue £115.00

805(a) 1d Field Marshal. Another pert. 14 pane, but with 'Parisian Ties' adverts in
side selvedges (W4fU). Finest mint - hinged in selvedge only .. £70.00

(b) As above. Lovely mint set of three panes, all from the same perf. 14 issue with
'Parisian Ties' adverts., yet all different. The first has selvedge at top, without
coloured bars (from top row of booklet plate); the second has selvedge at top,
with coloured bars (from centre row of plate); the th ird has selvedge at bottom,
without coloured bars (from bottom row of plate) £195.00

Q.E.DEFINITIVES

806(a} 1953-58 Original Designs. Set of 16, %d - 10/·, one each value, unhinged
mint . £75.00

(b) As above, but long set of 18, including the scarce 1/- Die 1B, and the 1/9d
on both papers. One set only, again unhinged mint £145.00

(c) As above. The eight low values (%d - 8d), each in unhinged mint block of four.
The eight blocks, m in. Cat. $ 20.60 £5.00

(d) As above. The same eight values, but each in corner block of 4 with printer's
imprint and plate number. All mint unhinged £20.00

(e) As above. 2/6d Queen on Horseback in imprint/plate block of 4. Very light
hinge. Cat. $ 250, a real bargain at £70.00

(f) As above. 3/- Queen on Horseback, imprint/plate block of 4. Mint unhinged.. £37.50

(g) As above. 10/· Queen on Horseback, imprint/plate block of 4. Mint unhinged.
Cat. $ 500, offered at £ 150.00



807(a) 1955-59 Redrawn Designs. Simplified set of seven (ld - 8d), unhinged mint.. £9.50

(b) As above, but each in unhinged mint imprint/plate block of 4 . £50.00

808 1958 2d on l~d Provisional. Set of three: (j) Normal stamp with large surcharge
dot; (ii) Normal stamp with small surcharge dot; (iij) Error with surcharge on
'wrong' stamp (N41a). Mint unhinged. Cat. $275+ £75.00

809 1961 2~d on 3d Provisional. Set of two singles (showing wide and narrow
settings of '2~d' respectively), and two pairs (one vertical, one horizontal)
both showing the two settings se-tenant. All mint unhinged - superb! .........

OFFER OF THE MONTH

£25.00

Counter coil issues are an interesting and unusual facet of N.Z. stamps, warranting
a place in any N.Z. collection. Coverage in depth is a substantial proposition, usually
undertaken by the keen specialist only. There are, however, much more modest
alternatives available to those content to have a representative showing. Ignoring the
five Second Pictorial values which exist in countercoil form (all of which are rare and
expensive) we present two such possibilities below. All items included in both are mint
pairs separated by a numbered gutter.

COUNTER COil OFFER 'A'. A set of 15 different coil pairs (3 x K.G.VI, 4 x a.E.,
3 x 1960 Pictorials, 3 x 1967-69 Pictorials, 2 x 1970-73 Pictorials), all selected to
give a basic overall picture of the issues. Min. Cat. $125.

Special price .

COUNTER COil OFFER 'B'. A more ambitious set of 51 coil pairs which together
show, in simplified form, every 'face different' stamp made up for issue via the
special dispensers used by post office counter clerks in the period between 1945
and the mid-1970s. Includes K.G.VI (10 pairs), a.E. (14 pairs), 1960 Pictorials
(11 pairs), 1967-69 Pictorials (9 pairs) and 1970-73 Pictorials (7 pairs).
Min. Cat. $ 480.

Special price ..

1988 'SMALL FORMAT' BIRD STAMPS (PC11-19)

810(a) Complete Set of 9 stamps (10c-90c), unhinged mint ..

(b) As above, but unhinged mint blocks of 4 ..

(c) As above, but in original issue imprint blocks of 6 .

(d) As above. Superb used set of 9 .

(e) As above, but superb used blocks of 4. One set only available ..

(f) As above. 40c Brown Kiwi, in miniature sheet of 10, from the special issue of
50-sheet pads. Perf. 13~ x 13~ (all other stamps in this series, including the
'norma" 40c, are peri. 14% x 14). The miniature sheet, mint unhinged .......

£27.50

£97.50

£3.00

£12.00

£22.50

£3.25

£15.00

£3.75



1899 POSTAGE DUES, MINT

Some of the scarcer values, offered individually.

811

812

Bd (Y2a). Fine lightly hinged mint copy

1/- (Y3a). Again lightly hinged mint, and fine .

£35.00

£45.00

813(a) 2/- (Y4a). Brilliantly centred example, fine, lightly hinged £82.50

(b) As above. Similarly fine copy, this one unhinged £115.00

814 5d (Y5a). Another beautifully centred copy (anyone at all familiar with these
early postage due issues will know just how variable centring tends to be) ..... £17.50

815 6d (Y6a). Fine lightly hinged example £19.50

816 10d (Y7a). At the risk of sounding monotonous, we can only describe this
copy again as fine, lightly hinged £52.50

N.Z. COMMEMORATIVES

A continuation of this popular listing; all stamps are mint unless otherwise stated.

817(a) .1937 Coronation (S25a-c). The complete set in plate blocks of 4. Three
blocks £6.00

(b) As above. 6d value (S25c) in used block of 4 £5.00

(c) As above. Many different F.D.C.'s were produced to commemorate this event.
We offer four different, all bearing a complete set cancelled on the first day of
issue (13/5/37) £15.00

(d) As above. Two matching F.D.C.'s (in a design not included in the previous
offer) bearing the complete Coronation set (i) overprinted COOK IS'DS (1/6/37);
(ii) overprinted NIUE (13/5/37) respectively £2.00

818(a) 1940 Centennial (526 - 538). Complete set of 14 values, each in unhinged
mint block of 4 stamps . £85.00

1%d corner block of 4 with the R1/1 re-entry (from frame plate 1).. £ 10.00

Two different %d plate blocks, plate nos. IT,2T £1.25

Three different 1%d plate blocks (A 1, A2, B1) £2.75

Three different 1d plate blocks (D 1, D2, J6) £2.00

Two l%d stamps, blue and mauve shades £2.00

%d used block of 4, c.d.s. cancel £1.00

(b) As above.

(c) As above.

(d) As above.

(e) As above.

(f) As above.

(g) As above.

(h) As above. l%d used block of 4 (c.d.s. cancel) £1.00

(i) As above. Eleven differet:lt 2d plate blocks (Bl, D3, D4, E6, F6, G6, Gl0, Hl0,
17, Kl0, L9). Now Cat. $55 £17.50



(j) As above. 2Yod plate block of 4 .. £2.00

(kl As above. 2Yod used block of 4 (c.d.s. cancell ~................. £2.00

(11 As above. 5d plate block of 4 .

(ml As above. 5d used block of 4 (c.d.s. cancel) ..

(nl As above. 7d plate block of 4 ..

(01 As above. 9d plate B1 block of 4, with new figure 1 inserted in the second
printing .

(p) As above. Two 9d copies, superb orange shades .

(q) As above. Two different 10d on lYod Surcharge plate blocks (A2, C2) ..

(r) As above. 10d corner block of 6, with the R1/1 frame re·entry (see lot 818g)
above ..

(5) As above. 10d used block of 4 (c.d.s. cancels) ..

(t) As above. 1/· plate A 1 strip of 4 stamps (Cat. $175) .

(u) As above. First Day Cover (Yod + 2d adhesives). normal 2/1/40 Centennial
Exhibition cancellation, plus the Large green cachet "POSTED AT TOP OF
CENTENNIAL TOWER". Lovely ..

(v) As above. Similar illustr3ted cover (RlJssell Harbour) posted on 6/2/40 with
the Russell Centennial c.d.s ..

(w) As above. Souvenir cover of the 1940 Philatelic Exhibition at Wellington,
Yod and 2d adhesives cancelled by the special exhibition cancellation .

819(a) 1940 Centennial Officials. Unmounted mint set of 11 (S026 - S038). Most
elusive thus nowadays. Cat. $ 224.50 .

(b) As above. ld "Joined ff" variety in marginal pair with normal stamp (S027a2).
Cat. $100 .

(c) As above. 3d "Joined ff" variety (S031aY), marginal single .

(d) As above. 3d, two mint stamps showing nice carmine shades ..

(e) As above. Used official blocks of 4 are far from easy to find, which makes
this listing even more remarkable:-

(i) Yod (S026a) .
(iil lYod (S028a) .
(iii) 2d (S029a) ..
(iv) 2Yod (5030a) ..
(v) 3d (S031a) ..
(vi) 6d (S034a) .
(vii) 9d (S036a) .

£10.00

£8.50

£12.50

£62.50

£10.00

£5.00

£12.50

£2.50

£45.00

£10.00

£7.50

£7.50

£87.50

£25.00

£25.00

£7.50

£9.50
£10.50

£2.50
£11.50

£4.50
£12.50
£17.50



820(a) 1946 Peace (S39a-S49a). Y.d - 1/" set of 11 stamps, unmounted mint (similar
set but in blocks of 4, pro rata) £ 1.50

(b) As above. Most values in this set show good shade contrasts, this range of
14 stamps (two each of the Y.d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d) has been selected for
their fine colour shading. Nice, and cheap at £2.50

(c) As above. Set of 11 imprint or plate blocks, one of each value 'hd - 1/-, all
unhinged mint £27.50

(d) As above. Beautiful set of twelve used blocks of 4, including one of each value
Y.d - 1I- (each with a central c.d.s. on the first day of issue). plus an additional
1Y.d block with the W8b watermark (S41aY). £10.00

(e) As above. Illustrated F.D.C., with complete set of 11 stamps £2.00

(f) As above. Special "St. Paul's" illustrated F.D.C., with the 1Y.d value .. £2.00

(g) As above. Two 9d items; (i) Illustrated F.D.C. with the 9d value, the stamp
being the R9/8 re-entry (SV48d); (ii) a photograph of Franz Josef Glacier from
Waiko Chapel, bearing a 9d stamp and pmk'd in 1947 £10.00

RECENT ISSUES

1990 Heritage (4th series), The Ships. 40c, 50c, 60c, 80c, $ 1, $1.50, (issued 7/3/90).
Mint set of 6 stamps ..
Complete set of 6 imprint blocks (6 stamps per block) ..
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.) ..

1990 Native Orchids Miniature Sheet. 40c x 4 different, 80c - all five se-tenant within
the miniature sheet (released in support of New Zealand 1990 World Stamp Exhibition)
issued 18/4/90.

Mint Miniature Sheet ..
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.) .

1990 Heritage (5th series), The Achievers. 40c, 50c, 60c, 80c, $1, $1.50 (issued 6/5/90).
Mint set of 6 stamps .
Complete set of 6 imprint blocks (6 stamps per block) .
Official Illustrated F.D.C. (Wanganui pmk.) ..

1988 - 1990 HERITAGE ALBUM

On 24th August, N.Z. Post is due to issue an Album Collection entitled "New
Zealand Heritage Stamp Collection", in a limited edition of 10,000. Each
copy will be individually numbered. The album will be profusely illustrated,
with much information relating to N.Z:s heritage and those who helped shape
New Zealand, and will include all six sets of mint Heritage stamps, (the last of
which is scheduled for issue on that datel, as well as six F.D.C:s.

We are obtaining supplies only against specific orders. The price is expected
to be approx. £50 (plus postage).

Contact us without delay if you would like us to obtain a copy for you.

£3.10
£21.50

£3.35

£3.10
£3.35

£3.10
£21.50

£3.35


